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 Drive  Incremental Sales  for Brands with  Quality Content
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 Why Choose Us
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 Pay per Performance Advertising
 Maximize Your ROI with performance-driven advertising. Our pay-per-performance model helps brands and e-commerce businesses increase sales while reducing advertising costs through effective and measurable marketing strategies.
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 Design & Management of Marketing Channels
 Unlock your brand's potential with multi-channel marketing mastery. Let our team of experts develop and manage the perfect mix of marketing channels for maximum ad performance and business success.
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 Targeted & Results-Driven Advertising
 Drive web traffic, increase brand awareness, and boost conversions by leveraging our expertly crafted and optimized targeted campaigns that cover every stage of the customer journey.
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 Comprehensive Affiliate Management Platform
 Reach and collaborate with multiple types of advertisers with one platform. Join LinkHaitao and promote your business easily on a global scale with diverse affiliate promotion models.
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 Connect Tens of Thousands of Advertisers Instantly
 Connect and collaborate with tens of thousands of advertisers in real-time, opening up new opportunities and expanding your reach with our comprehensive and user-friendly platform.
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 Don’t take our word for it. See what our content creators say.

 Flexible payment methods
 LinkHaitao has flexible payment options, working with any country's payment method, various banks, or PayPal so I can get paid in any currency of my choice. I am able to make quick withdrawals on a fixed date each month. Overall, they offer an easier and more efficient way to move my money around.
 audreyrivet
 @Instagram
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 User-friendly tools to guarantee my earnings anywhere
 LinkHaitao always gives me the newest promotional news and I can create and manage campaigns very easily through the powerful placement tools on the website. I have the ability to share these updates to my social platforms quite quickly and grow my following more easily.
 ByteReview
 @Youtube
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 A professional service team that I trust
 As a very close partner, I really like the LinkHaitao platform because it comes with a very professional Customer Success Team at my service, giving me useful and important updates, so I can get the best returns as quickly as possible.
 Cocoflo
 @Youtube
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 Powerful analysis and reporting tools
 As an influencer, I have always been looking for a way to help me grow my revenue. Luckily, I discovered LinkHaitao with its powerful data analysis reporting tool, which offers a wide range of data analysis and reporting features that allow me to gain a clear understanding of my income streams and cost structures. I can better manage my finances and grow my earnings!
 the.wanderlust.times
 @Tiktok
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 Ready to Get Started?
 Create an account and join our network today
 Get Started
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